HOPE & JUSTICE
THE FORTUNE SOCIETY ANNUAL GALA
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GOTHAM HALL | NYC | AND VIA LIVESTREAM

COMING HOME
Celebrating a Decade of Housing at Castle Gardens
EVENING AT A GLANCE

OPENING REMARKS
JoAnne Page, President & CEO

FOUNDING TENANT AWARD
Barbara Biscaino
Carl Dukes
Performing “Plastic Bag,” accompanied by John Runowicz

ASK FOR SUPPORT
David Rothenberg, Founder

Step 1 Send a new text message to 41444
Step 2 Text FORTUNE <space> pledge amount <space> your name
Step 3 Click the link in the reply message to fulfill your pledge

DINNER
Music by Fortune Artists Jonathan Finkelman and Dawud Rahman

GAME CHANGER AWARD RECIPIENT
Michael R. Bloomberg
Founder, Bloomberg LP & Bloomberg Philanthropies and 108th Mayor of New York City
Presented by Joshua L. Steiner, Chairman, Castleton Commodities and Senior Advisor, Bloomberg LP

CLOSING REMARKS
Alphonzo Elder, Board Vice Chairperson
OUR MISSION

The mission of The Fortune Society is to support successful reentry from incarceration and promote alternatives to incarceration, thus strengthening the fabric of our communities.

We do this by:

BELIEVING in the power of individuals to change;

BUILDING LIVES through service programs shaped by the needs and experiences of our participants; and

CHANGING MINDS through education and advocacy to promote the creation of a fair, humane and truly rehabilitative correctional system.

OUR APPROACH

Founded in 1967, The Fortune Society's vision is to foster a world where all who are incarcerated or formerly incarcerated will thrive as positive, contributing members of society. We do this through a holistic, one-stop model of service provision. Every year, we serve over 9,000 individuals via four New York City locations: our service center in Long Island City, Queens, Freedom House in East Harlem, and both The Fortune Academy ("the Castle") and Castle Gardens in West Harlem. Fortune's program models are internationally and nationally recognized for their quality and innovation; and our continuum of care is informed and implemented by professionals with cultural backgrounds and life experiences similar to the participants we help.
HONORING

GAME CHANGER AWARD
MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG
Founder, Bloomberg LP & Bloomberg Philanthropies
108th Mayor of New York City

Michael R. Bloomberg has long been a dedicated partner and supporter of The Fortune Society. As mayor of New York City, Bloomberg helped make possible the construction of Castle Gardens, a Fortune project that provides 114 affordable apartments and additional services for low-income New Yorkers and those with histories of homelessness and incarceration. As founder of Bloomberg LP and Bloomberg Philanthropies, he has remained deeply invested in the Fortune mission, including supporting the organization’s education and employment services and launching a career and workplace readiness program for Fortune Fellows at Bloomberg LP.

FOUNDING TENANT AWARD
BARBARA BISCAINO
Castle Gardens
Founding Tenant

Barbara came to Fortune after struggling to find affordable housing and living in the NYC shelter system with her daughter Nemiah. After moving into her home at Castle Gardens, Barbara was able to access the kind of support needed for her and her daughter to thrive. Barbara joined the tenant’s association and is a regular at Sky Garden on the roof at Castle Gardens, where she helps grow healthy fruits and vegetables for her fellow tenants. Barbara’s daughter, Nemiah, was recently accepted into university and is starting her freshman year this fall.

FOUNDING TENANT AWARD
CARL DUKES
Castle Gardens
Founding Tenant

Carl left the prison system after 31 years of incarceration with little support and no place to live. While homeless, he was referred to Fortune and was accepted as a resident of our transitional facility, the Castle, before moving into his permanent home at Castle Gardens. As a resident, he has built close relationships with his neighbors and began working with Fortune as a Correspondence Liaison. At Fortune, he manages our justice-involved correspondence program and the distribution of Fortune News, our bi-annual publication sent to prisons and jails across the country.
THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS

PRESENTING
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Andreas Dracopoulos
Stavros Niarchos Foundation (SNF)

VISIONARY
Antoinette Delruelle and Joshua L. Steiner
Tom and Kitty Kempner
Steve Rattner and Maureen White

REFORMER
Citi
Carole and Richard Eisner
Susan and John Eley
Katherine Farley & Jerry Speyer
Kimberly and Dennis Kozlowski
Mark Lebow and Patti Harris
The Margaret and Daniel Loeb Foundation
Jennifer and David Millstone
Betty and Michael Rauch
Sodexo
Nancy and David Solomon
Trinity Church Wall Street
Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP

LEADER
Capital One
Allison and David Kochman
H. Anna Suh and Ross Garon
Union Square Events

PARTNER
The Stanley and Marion Bergman Family Charitable Fund
Jamie and Matthew Bloom
The Francis J. Greenburger Foundation
Jill and Barry Lafer
Sarah Netburn and John Cuti
Alan Patricof
Linda and David Sicher
USI Insurance Services

CHAMPION
Bronx Pro Group / Home Builders
Cathleen Collins
Janet and Gerald Eber
Geller & Company
Anne L. Gray and Steven L. White
Angela and William Haines
Henry Schein Inc.

ADVOCATE
AKRF, Inc.
Louis Barbaro & Shirley Petersen
Bolton-St. Johns
Leonard Chavis and Troy Lawry
Lois & Gary Claar
Douglas Clifford
David and Katherine Crum
Curtis + Ginsberg Architects
Enterprise Community Partners
Meredith Feinman and Eric Seiff
Richard Feldman
Amy and Richard Goldman
Pamela Greenspan Ercole
Peter Grossman
Hudson Housing Capital
Marina and Stephen Kaufman
Vin LaPadula / JP Morgan Chase
Latham & Watkins LLP
Caroline Marshall
Nina B. Matis
Richard & Ronay Menschel
Diana and Jonathan F.P. Rose
Betsy and Ed Zimmerman and Lowenstein Sandler
OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS, CONT.
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David Freeman
Jack and Frances Harris
Elaine and Arie Hochberg
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP
Eileen Kobrin
Amy Larovere
Linda Lavin
Marjorie Lessem
Lettire Construction Corp.
Leviticus Fund
Michael Maxfield
Sir Paul and Lady Nancy McCartney
Jane McCarthy
Mark & Mary Miller
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Outten & Golden LLP
JoAnne Page
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Bright Power
Richard Power / GoGoMeds
Sandra and Eduard Reiter
Al Rivera / ERH Contracting
Martha Roth and Bill Irwin
David Rothenberg
Dr. Shuvendu Sen
Douglas Schoen
Stuart Seigel
Betsy Smith / BakerHostetler
Vera Institute of Justice

FRIEND
Sunaj Asanov / Gotham Maintenance
Paul & Kay Benos
Yvette Brisset-Andre
Joyce and Fred Claar
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Michael Ettinger
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Karen Sherman
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Tabber Benedict and Natalie Merkle
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Christine Crowley
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Steve Hickman
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Randi Rothschild
Robin Kellner Sicher & John Sicher
Michele Weinstat
Gerald Weintraub
Dr. Terry Williams

Donor Listings as of 10/25/21
Bloomberg Philanthropies

PROUD TO SUPPORT

THE LIFE-CHANGING WORK OF

THE FORTUNE SOCIETY
ANDREAS DRACOPOULOS CONGRATULATES MICHAEL BLOOMBERG AND JOINS HIM IN SUPPORTING THE FORTUNE SOCIETY’S LIFE-CHANGING WORK.
We are proud to support The Fortune Society and to congratulate tonight’s honoree Mike Bloomberg for his visionary leadership and steadfast commitment to New York City.

We also thank JoAnne Page and her team for their relentless efforts to create housing and community for justice-involved individuals and celebrate tonight’s Founding Tenant Awardees, Barbara Biscaino and Carl Dukes, for personifying that work.

Mark Lebow and Patti Harris
THE STAVROS NIARCHOS FOUNDATION (SNF) IS PROUD TO SUPPORT THE FORTUNE SOCIETY IN ITS LIFE-CHANGING WORK & CONGRATULATES MICHAEL BLOOMBERG.
Congratulations to this evening’s honorees and a special thank you to MICHAEL BLOOMBERG for your outstanding leadership and commitment to strengthening our communities.

KITTY AND TOM KEMPNER
Antoinette Delruelle and Joshua L. Steiner congratulate MICHAEL BLOOMBERG on this well-deserved honor and thank the FORTUNE team for their extraordinary work and commitment.
Citi is a proud supporter of The Fortune Society for rebuilding lives through innovation and advocacy.

At Citi, we pay tribute to The Fortune Society at their Hope & Justice Annual Gala for providing justice-involved people with the tools, resources and support they need to live as successful & contributing members of their communities.
THANK YOU
TO ALL OF THE FORTUNE SOCIETY’S
STAFF AND BOARD MEMBERS.
Your unwavering dedication and tireless
efforts have a profound and lasting impact
on the lives of countless individuals
across the country.

KIMBERLY AND DENNIS KOZLOWSKI
Kramer Levin congratulates honorees

Michael R. Bloomberg
Barbara Biscaino and Carl Dukes

and proudly supports

The Fortune Society
In honor of our dear friends,
The Honorable
MICHAEL BLOOMBERG
and
MARK LEBOW

With Love and Appreciation,
Sir Paul and Lady Nancy McCartney
We are proud to support The Fortune Society and the people behind its invaluable work.

You inspire us all.

Jennifer & David Millstone
Building Homes, Building Brighter Futures

Phipps Houses is proud to celebrate The Fortune Society as they mark a decade of Hope & Justice at Castle Gardens! We honor your continued commitment to aid those who have been incarcerated.
DOSTOYEVSKY SAID:
“The degree of civilization in a society can be judged by entering its prisons.”
Our society might also be judged by how we treat those who are leaving our prisons.

Fortune has always been motivated by providing what our clients need to enable them to return home safely and successfully. That’s why in 1998 we bought and renovated what became THE ACADEMY. And why, just over 10 years ago, we built CASTLE GARDENS on the empty lot we owned behind it.

Oases of hope and recovery and a safe place to build a future. And there is more in our plans.

Thank you, MICHAEL BLOOMBERG, for your generous help through the years in making Fortune Society housing a reality. And thank you to BARBARA BISCAINO and CARL DUKES for helping to make our housing a home!
We are proud to support The Fortune Society and congratulate the 2021 honorees.
CONGRATULATIONS

TO OUR PAL, MIKE!

Katherine Farley and Jerry Speyer
Thank you,
The Fortune Society,
for promoting alternatives to incarceration and strengthening the fabric of our communities.

We are grateful for your partnership.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
The Fortune Society
29-76 REALTY, CO. LLC
Dedicated to Protecting Others

USI proudly supports The Fortune Society and its mission to bring hope and justice to individuals and families in the community.

USI Insurance Services
333 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, NY 10604
914.459.6200
www.usi.com
Willkie proudly supports

The Fortune Society

in its commitment to promoting the creation of a fair, humane, and truly rehabilitative correctional system

We salute this year’s distinguished honorees

Michael R. Bloomberg
Founder, Bloomberg LP & Bloomberg Philanthropies

Carl Dukes
Castle Gardens Founding Tenant

Barbara Biscaino
Castle Gardens Founding Tenant

2021 Hope & Justice Annual Gala
October 26, 2021
ADVANCING SOCIOECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, INSPIRED BY OUR PARTNER IN IMPACT: THE FORTUNE SOCIETY

See how we’re helping our communities thrive at capitalone.com/about
Thank you to The Fortune Society from all of us at Curtis + Ginsberg. Congratulations on another year of great work!
The whole team at ERH Contracting thanks The Fortune Society for all of the wonderful work and the contribution that they are to the Community!

WE ALSO EXTEND OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO:

MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG, Founder, Bloomberg LP & Bloomberg Philanthropies
CARL DUKES, Castle Gardens Founding Tenant
BARBARA BISCAINO, Castle Gardens Founding Tenant

FORTUNE SOCIETY
JoAnne Page, President & CEO / David Rothenberg, Founder
Co-Chairs / Leadership Committee / Board of Directors

CALL US FOR A FREE ESTIMATE FOR ALL OF YOUR RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL NEEDS!
AL RIVERA, CEO, ERH CONTRACTING (646) 448-9989
CONGRATULATIONS

JoAnne and the entire Fortune Society family for another year of essential work serving a uniquely vulnerable community.

SUSIE AND JOHN ELEY
We are proud to support The Fortune Society and congratulate our 2021 honorees

Michael R. Bloomberg
Carl Dukes
Barbara Biscaino

Carole and Dick Eisner
For nearly 40 years, we’ve worked toward one mission: to make home and community places of pride, power and belonging.

Enterprise is proud to sponsor The Fortune Society’s 2021 Gala.

Congratulations to Castle Gardens, Michael Bloomberg, and Castle Garden’s Founding Tenants, Barbara Biscaino and Carl Dukes.

Baaba Halm  
Vice President, New York  
bhalm@enterprisecommunity.org  
212.284.7211

Dan Magidson  
Vice President, Acquisitions  
Housing Credit Investments  
dmagidson@enterprisecommunity.com  
212.284.7138
We are so pleased to support the important and impactful work of **THE FORTUNE SOCIETY** in helping build people, not prisons. We also congratulate this evening’s most-deserving and distinguished honorees, **Mayor Michael Bloomberg** (*Game Changer Award*) **Barbara Biscaino** (*Founding Tenant Award*) and **Carl Dukes** (*Founding Tenant Award*).

We are delighted to celebrate the many accomplishments of and by **FORTUNE** along with all supporters working to create a more just society.

**Allison & David Kochman**
Congratulations to The Fortune Society for creating safe, affordable housing and welcoming communities.

Providing flexible financing for affordable and supportive housing for 38 years to strengthen communities throughout New York, New Jersey & Connecticut.

Congratulations to this year’s Honorees:

Michael R. Bloomberg
Game Changer Award

Barbara Biscaino
Carl Dukes
Founding Tenant Awards

www.leviticusfund.org
Outten & Golden is proud to support

The Fortune Society

and

The Hope & Justice Annual Gala

Representing Employees and Executives in the Workplace

Class & Collective Actions  •  Discrimination & Retaliation  •  Executives & Professionals  •  Family Responsibilities & Disabilities Discrimination  •  Financial Services  
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender & Queer Workplace Rights (LGBTQ)  •  Sexual Harassment & Sex Discrimination  •  WARN Act  •  Whistleblower-Retaliation

New York      San Francisco      Washington, DC

www.outtengolden.com
Union Square Events is proud to support the Fortune Society. We applaud their work in strengthening the fabric of our communities through bringing opportunity and justice to vulnerable individuals and families.